James Rosenquist
at Full Scale
It has been/our decades since Rosenquist emerged as a c(mlralfigure in
the Pop art movement A large traveling retrospective prompts a critical appreciation
a/the aI'tist's steaclfast visual inventiveness,
BY RICHARD KALINA

P

op art In the United States has had a ]lretty smooth ride. Apart from some
predictable uger, dismay and dismissal early on in the game (after all,

how could Clement Greenberg or the displaced Abstract Expressionists really
be expected 10 like the Slutr?), the movement has enjoyed 40 years ofreJaU\,ely

uninterrupted critical, curatorial and commercial success. It has influenced
any number of artists along the way-rrom the Photo-Realists of the 70s to the
Gramtl, Neo·Expressionist, and Neo-Geo painters and sculptors of the '80s and
'DOs to current art stars like Damlen llirs!, Takashl Murakami and Elizabeth
Peyton. Pop art Is so pervash'e, so nlllch /I parI of the artistic air we breathe,
that hosts of young, patently Pop practitioners are rarely Identified as such,
much Ics., stigmatized for being dcrlvat!\'(l. The same benign and trallSllarenl
Influence oould scarcely be claimed for Surrealism, Abstract Expressloni<;m or
even MlnlmaHsm, In addition, lhe ....,or\: of the oore Pop group and its Immedi,
ale outriders has retained its esthetic ooherence, both in ils early manifesta-

lions and In lis subsequent de\'C:lopmenL There does not seem to be a major
push !(I rethink or mise our Ideas about Pop, and the early texts on the subject
feelsurpmingiy!(llhe point.
Some repositioning has octurred _Think, for Instance, of ho..... exhibitions
In recent years of Andy Warhol's lesser'known ~abstract ~ work-tbe camoo,
nage, oxidation, Rorschach and shadow paintings among them-h..,,'t added
unexpected depth to our understandi ng of his post-'60s ....lIrk; or how, judging
by last season's show of drdwl ngs at the Whitney, Claes Oldenburg's ....lIrkll on
paper ha\'C: quite possibly prm'en to be the most vital aspeCt of his oeuvre. For
the most part, however, Pop has ke pt on a steady but expansive course,
Nowhere is this more C\'idenl than in the art of James Rosenquist, the subject
of a \'ery large, thorough and exuberant retrospecti\'e organized by Walter
Hopps and Sarah Banrron, The exhibition started with a joint show at the
Menil eolle£lion and the Museum of F'ine Arts in Houston last spring. moved
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Jam~. Ro.ett qui,t; PreJldllnt Et~t, 196fJ.6I/I96t, oil on
mIUOII/le, 1\o! by I I/eel. Cf'II /~ Geo~, Pompldou, /lflUJitJ
""al/ottal d :.trl /lfodt ntt, Pam.

Right, Collage for Pl'taldent Elect, 196()"61, croppM po,/tr,
mOfllJZille cllpp{IIR, mixed medium., If \o! by t3" {nch t"
Oppo. ltt ltjI, Sliter LIne, 1917, 01/ Oil CORl,'6', 6" by I t'J./f'f't.
Pri['(llt co lltction, Pholo, Ihu articlt , courl~'fI So{omoll R.
Guggenheim "'u,turn, New l 'ork,

on to the Guggenheim in New York and ends its run at the
Guggenheim Bilbao.
osenquist, born In 1933 in North Dakota, hasjusl turned 70.
R
His recent paintings belle his age. HYI.eracti\'ely ambitious,
brimming with visual im'Cnliveness and often hugely scaled (his
three-part commission for the Deutsche Guggenheim in Berlin,
Swimmer in Ihe Beano'mist, extends 10 more than 158 feet),
this work furthers an approach to paintlng begun in the early
'60s and continued with unrelenting vigor over th e years.
Rosenquist arrived In New York in the mld·'50s and followed the
normal path for young artists al the time: school (Art Students
League), meeling other artists of more or less his generation (Jasper Johns,
Robert Rauschenberg and others), hanging out at the Cedar Tavern with the
older Abstract Expressionists and painting energetically moody abstract
llaintings (several of which are Included in the show). Although things were
cheaper then, rent stili had to be paid and food and art supplies bought.
Itosenqulst, who had sign· and biliboard'painting experience In Minnesota,
found work as a billboard painter, riSing to be the head painter at Artkraft·
Strauss Sign Corporation, one of the leadi ng comllanles In the neld. That
experience served him well. Rosenqulst's contemporaries were beginning to
look out at the world of popular culture and were Increasingly engaged with
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what they saw. Rosenquist became caught up with mass·media imagery, too,
and hls billboard painting provided him with some important tools: a vocabulary of commercial moUfs, the ability lO render forms with exactly the right
combination of blur and sharp focU!, and the experience of dealing with large
scale. As Pop an began to coalesce as a mo\'ement at the dawn of the '60s,
Rosenquist was one of those at its center,
A number of reasons are usually cited to explain the initial appeal and success of Pop an: tile replacement of a played-<lut expressionism, the emergence
or a new group of collectors, dealers, critics and curators, and the consolidation
or American economic and cultural power, But the most important (actor, it
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seems to me, lay In the making of the art l!self. The maJor movements of the
It'••urprl.lng that Ro.enqui.t. who
20th century got their grip because they provided a significant number of
often
add ••culptural element. to hi.
artists with innovative ways to create paintings and sculptures. Artists are,
almost Invariably, technically skilled. They like making things. What new
canva.... has ventured
rarely Into pure
movements do Is provide lormal and theoretical channels for this desire.
(With Cubism, for example, all that pent-up academic drawing abilil.y-and .culpture-he clearly has a feel for It.
this includes Ihe knowledge 01 how, precisely, to draw
-clumSily"-was nnally released and set on Innovatkoe and
challenging tasks.) When something really fresh comes along,
vistas open up, and suddenly there's lots of new artJUSI wailing to be done. Adding to the sense 01 promise and urgency is
the fact that many other artists-both friends and rivalsare engaged in more or less the same thing. The new art Is
being made, talked and Mitlen about, and shown. The feeling
among artists is: let's get going, there's no time to waste. The
excilement factor Is huge, and this Is what art history tends to
submerge with Its cataloguing and theorizing impulses.
The Rosenquist show lets us [n on some of this-for want
of a belter word-fun. The Pop artists' big disco'.-ery was that
they lived in a world of images, mostly printed ones, and that
they could make their art from that model rather than the
~real~ world ot people, objeets and nature. (Even the elasslc
sculptural works of George Segal, 05tel\Sibly rooted In maleri·
allty-actual restaurant equipment, butcher shop and gas
station paraphernalia, and of course plaster casts of people-seem to be leu depictions of observed reaHty than threedimensional Imaginings of the sort of Informal American
scene phOl0gr8ph,y exemplified by the worle of Robert Frank.)
In addition, as Pop (and Minlmallsm and Color Field paintIng) developed In the early '60s, artists "ere able to shake
/
themselves free of the assumption that the personal, Ihe
diatbtlc, the mystical or the transcendent "'oere necessary ele-ment.s of their work. Making IOmelhlng clean, crisp, unsenlimenlal and unadorned can be a very lura.ctkoe and liberating
option. Artists were now allowed to exercise lL
One of the m05t revealing aspects of the Rosenquist show Is
the Inclusion o( the collages that he used as preparatory stud·
ies. Pictures Clipped from magazines "'1!re cut apart- a \)are..
(Dot but trousered set of striding legs for Early in lhe
Morning (1963); dancing feet In white socks and clunky black
oxfords for 771/J Promenade qf Merce Clln'li'lghtJm (1963); a
plate of spaghetti, a hair dryer and an airplane fo r F-/Jl
( J964·65)-and combined with other photos, drawings, grid·
ded lines for blow up and tral\Sler, and scrawled Instructions.
In much of the early work (and a good deal of the later), the
relatk-e proportion., of the collaged source malerlal were Jell
largely unchanged. In Presidtmt Elecl (1060·6 111964), (or
example, two of Ihe three main elements of the paintingTa.blewt:ed, ' f"61, d'rollftd bltrllflllt'ire, "~", It1OOd, tlppro:L S4 tI, 60 bll 601"chu.
John F. Kennedy's face, a woman's hands holding a piece of
Cotkctlo" nrg4llla .."d BtI,Il, Wrigh t.
cake, and the front wheels and hood of a ChaTOlet.--retain
their original proportions, while Ihe car on the right is slighUy
enlarged to provide the necessary \isual weight to hold the
painting down. This Isn't to suggest that Rosenquist leaves his
source material unaltenld-he crops Images and adjusts their color and tone.
These IOrts of operations can be aC«lmpllshed precisely because the final
Even more important Is how he renders compelling the transition from one ele-product 15 no/ a collage. Rosenquist transforms the materially disjunctive
ment to the other. In the Pmidtnl Elect collage, the phoWgraph of Kennedy Is
qualities of collage Into the planar unity of painting. When Surrealists such as
In black and while; in the palnllng it's depicted in color. Conversely, the hands
Magriite and Deh'BUX put odd tlUngs together on a can't'BS, the goal W8.5 to
and cake start off In color and become black and white In the painting. The
ereale a seamless, psychologically plausible 'mrld. You could set a large shiv·
car's color, I rather bl&l1d beige In the original advertisement, 15 translormed
Ing brush next to a small bed, but they were together In a recognizable and
Into a light and IOmewhat nasty greenish yellow, which salS up a play o( com·
believable room-illuminated by the same light, casting mutually cOI"\Si!tent
shadows. With Rosenquist, that was not a concern. The universe thai his
plementarles with the lUijacent crirrulOn neld. (That ctllor change foreshad·
oW! the substitution of a poisonously glowing chartreuse (or the expected
objects Inhabit is. combination of painting space and printed Image space-golden yellow In the slab of melting butter In U·HauJ.·/l, 1967, a painting of the sort of visual environment that artists and audiences lrom the '60s on
disturbing Interulity.) In Pruident EJ.tcllt Is the passage from Kennedy's face
woold understand perfectly \\oell.
to the hands and cake in Ihe center that Is of special Interest. The hands
osenquist', Images are, In some ways, pretext!l. The palntiIlS' certainly
seem to morph out of the face, a thumb growing out of an eyelld, a finger from
a neck. A section or Kennedy's mouth is overlaid In black and white, and to
reneel the clarnor, glamour and chaos of the modern world. I believe,
make things more complex, the background of the grisaille cake area Is a
however, that in spite of their obvious reterents they are ultimately not about
rainbowllke gradation from red to blue.
subject matler 8.!1 such. Instead, they explore, through Ihe vehicle of everyday
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By their nature, Rosenquist's works are
prone t o excess and overt artifice. He
is always trying out new devices, new
imagery and new combinatory methods.

images (which of course trip muhi ple associationai swilChes), sets of com·
plex formal issues-the play of scale, color, to ne, line and focus-and In
doing so posit a visual language that is culturally and esthetically rich.
Look, for example, at Untilled (Between Mi,u/ and Pointer), 1980, a O){·by·
5l{.foot painting divided roughly into quadranlS. Occupying the lower right sec·
tion Is a glass bowl with two egg yolks, above which is a white T-shin., its

SplCil Dust, 1989, c%m p~u"d I'Qptr pulp
~lIh

Iltllogt'tJpA, 5~ bIl 8'1.J~t. SCflU'1I SlonJalt

C JfUflt, Roltllqull'lTgl"r GI'tlpIIIt. Ltd./YAGA, Ntw York.

slw'e hanging vertically and its body poised at a diagonal. The left side of the
painting consists or a top-down \1ew of an aluminum can with two can opene~
altached to it; two triangular holes have already been punched out of the lid.
Below the can top are a dou ble-edged razor blade, what I take to be a key chatn
and a half shell of one of the eggs. The whole picture, with the exception of a
slice of a count.erlike surface on ..... hich the boY.1 rests, Is arrayed against a starntll!d sky. It's permeated with thematic connections: the opened can and the
opened eggs; chureh keys (colloquial for bottle/can openers) and key chains;
the razor·sharp crease!! of the shIrt and the razor btade; the transltoriness of
the soon·urbe-cooked eggs contrasted with the permanence of the sta~ (as
with much of Rosenquist's work, the quotidian Is folded into the sublime).
Rosenquist's paintlngs set up the visual equivalent of a free-noaling language,
with the depleted objects and the spaces between them fundioning as nouns,
\'trbs and modifiers, depending on how we view them. It is a language gl....en 10
punning and play, and, not unlmportantly, lo a deadpan wiL
It's essential t.o keep In mind that Rosenquist Is a product of the mldZOth-century esthetic view that yalued content oyer subject matler. As
opposed to the more openly na rrative work of artists today, there was a
Siron!! feeling at the time that slgniflcant things could and should be said
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wlLhout resorting to direct (and easy) depiction, to mere namlrtJ. /hI/iIled
(lktlUt1I Mind and POillkr) geu its real poIII'er not from any Surrealist
rrisson, but from the masterful way It Is composed and painted. The com.

mingling of trall!lparency and opacity Is handled with filmarkable skill. 'The
razor blade, for example, moves seamlessly from pollshed·mlrror renective.
ness 10 giassllke Insubstantiality, while the view through its open center
portion goes deeper, cutting through the objects behind it to the ground of
night sky. The bowl of eggs is as virtuoso a bit of paint handling as I've seen
In a modern painting. The golden yolks, simultaneo usly sub!tantlal and
fragile, noat In a slightly bubbled pool of honey·color~ Whites, and the
bowl, clear in the portion closest to the viewer, dazzlingly white on Its rar
side, glows with an almost ecclesiastical luminosity. The whhe T·shin is
worthy of Joh n Singer Sargent, and the can top, with Its concentric rings,
shows yet again (think or the hair drye r, perched on top of t.he little girl's
head In F-lll) Rosenquist's ability to effortlessly handle the deplcllon of
shiny metal.
Compositionally, the painting
is a study in circles and O\'als:
eggs, shell, bowl, can top, stars,
the T·shirt's shoulde r seam, the
different sections of the key
ring. The curved forms are held
together with Slrong diagonals
and anchored by the squared·
off ve rticality or the T·shlrt
sle8\'e at the uppe r right of the
picture. The ralor blade, can
top and shirtslee\'e pla.c~ par·
allel to the picture ptane reiterate its nalness, while depth Is
evoked by li near perspective,
modeling and atmospheric
depletion . This spatial give·
and-take l' echoed by the Inter·
play of \'olume IInti edge, the
way, Cor example, that the
capacious interior or the bowl
is se t against th e thinness
of its rim. (A few yean earlier,
In Sh~r LiJle, 1977, Rosenquist
did something simil ar: a
sunken rowboat, It! volume
emphasized by the water filling
it, has Its top right side traced
out, as It were, by the point of a
giant fountain pen sel di rectly
on it.) As for tone and color,
the painting moves smoothly
from darkness to brightness,
and the range of yel\OVt'S in the
eggs diverts us from the fact that this is, ror all intents and purposes, a grisallie painting.
The same kind of analysis can be applied to most of Rosenquist's multiple·
Image paintings, and I find distinctions between early and late work to be, at
heart, minor. If you like what Rosenquist Is up to generally, then you are
going 1(1 be attracted lo a wide range of his .,,.ork, though certainly not every·
thing. There's a reason for HllIt besides the usual qualitatl\,e ups and downs.
Rosenquist's paintings are, for the most pan., complex confections. A host of
disparate and clearly readable Items are brought toget her and po!ltioned to
Interact ¥lith each other in a pictorial arena. They don't really want to do
that, and even though d~unction Is Ormly ensconced in 20th·century esthetIcs, a certain Internal resistance from the constituent parts is to be expected-or else the work of an would nol be read as dissonant In the first plact!.
In Rosenquist's case, the elements of his paintings are particularly Immlsci·
ble. Technical bra\'Ura becomes the principal glue that keeps the work intacL
We are, however, suspicious of conspicuous skill, and value a certain awk·
wardness of facture as a sign of sincerity or vigor. Rose nquist's paintingS are
anyt hing but anless. They are elegant pictorial constructions, crafted to a
high slate of Onlsh, anti cannot hide the fact. Unlike most ot Lichtenstein's

Rosenquist's hugely sca led recent
works f urth er an appro ach to p ainting
b egun in t he early '60s a nd c ont inued
w ith unrelenting vigor o ver t h e yea rs.
and \;rtually all of Warhol's paintings, they do not mask their sophlstlcation
behind a facade of straightforwardness and simpliclty. Nor do they, as y,ilh
Rauschenberg', tflU\5ferred Images, downplay di&junCli\1mess by obscuring,
fading, bleeding or blurri ng those Imll8es.
By their nature, Rosenquist's works are prone to excess and overt artifice.
/Ie Is always trying out new de\1ce!I, new imagery and new combinatory meth·

ods. Their allure to him is palpable, but not e\'eryone will be similarly Laken.
The works of the 19805 that merge foreground and background images by
multiple !harp sHees (allowing for a reading of one Image through another)
feel tricky and decorath-e to some viewers. Thallhey onen combine dense flo-

ral imagery rendered In heated·up tropical colors with women's faces, as In
Flowers, Fish and Femalujor the Pour Seasons (1084) and The Per.fis/cnce
qf Bledrical Nymphs in Space (1985), only adds to this perception. To my
way of thinking, howe\'er, they speak to the general tang or decadence and
excm, the predilection for a somewhat suffocating beauty thaI was in the air

allhe lime. Just because Rosenqu ist's images come hUlIeb' out of the low·
affect commercial vernacular doesn', Insulate them from the oddness and
creepiness that Inhabits so much of the SUlTi!allst enterprise. You only have
to glan« at the news medlll to nnd potential RosenquislS. As I Mite these
linea, the New York 1'imu reports: o;Acconilng to advisors and court records,
Michael Jackson'lI wealth Is being consumed by lawsuits and an appetite (or
monkeys, Ferris wheels, and surgery.- You can almost see the painting.
The show includes some of Rosenquist'll most unsettling paintings, the "GIft.
Wrapped DoIIs~ of 1002 and 1993. Single-Image worb painted on 5-foot--square
canvases, this group depicts dolls' heads behind a scrim of crinkly cellophane
wrapping. SomelimC!lthe "Tapping is virtually transparent, as In 17It Sermade
for flu DoI1 q{l8r Claude DebU!lSl/, Gift Wrapped Doll 1/ (1992), or sometimes
It presenu itself as a nearly impenetrable maze of multloolored rencclions, as
In T1tt Stmtlldtjor tlte Doll qflIr Claude DebU!lSl/, G(ft Il-Tapped Doll tl6
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(1092). In either case, our visual path is blocked. In the Om painting, the right,
hand side o( the (ace is obscured In deep shadow while the left. eye Is whited
out by a blaze of renectlon; In the second, we catch an eye, some nose and half
a mooth. The doIloi race us directly. The Image Is cropped a bit at the top, which
emphasizes the sense of confinemenl and airlessness, the claustrophobia of
pushing up against ttle Impenetrable wall of the picture plane. That !.hey are
children's dolls, with all the cuteness and pleasant sentiment that comes along
with the subject, only makes the paintings scarier. This unease is intentional.
Rosenquist has sUlled Lhat the paint1ngs were made as a response to the AJOO
crisis. Coming a few years alter the birth of his daughter, they reOected the
fraught nature of the relationships that young people might expect to experi.
ence during the time o( an ongoing epidemic.
osenquisl has never shrunk from the theatrical (or the cinematic), and
oft en the most Interesting theatrical arena is the political. (h'er the
o( his career, he has made major paintings opposing the Vietnam War
and lIS spread in Southeast Asia, the Cold War, ethnic violence in the
Balkans, and guns and miUtarism in general. The threat to the environment
has also engendered a number of works, among them II'lFlcomt 10 tltIJ Waler
Plarl~I (1987) and '11I fJ Bird qf ParadisfJ Approoches IItt HoI Waler Plauet
(GriMJiUIJ), 1989. F·/II , probably his most famous painting, deals with the
disturbing yet seduetn-e nexus of consumerism and militarism. The painting
has been exhibited and reproduced (requently, and O\'Cr the )-ears it has been
taken to be III Indictment o( the war in Vietnam. The fact that the P· l l l, a
plane developed about the same time Rosenquist painted It and with a ""{lil·
known history of mechanical troubles, WIllI used extensi\'ely In that conflict
has only added to the pereeptlon. The genesis or the palntlng, however, was a
eomplex one, and concern about what was in 1964 a smaller·seale engage·
ment was only a part of the artist's motivation.
In a recent OOI1\'Crsat!on I had \\ith him, Rosenquist refel11!d 10 a num ber of
the elements that contributed 10 the making or the painting. Political issue!! were
certainly on his mind, Including the (l'.'Cniependence of the American e<Xlllomy
on mllll.8ry spending. Meellng a photographer, Paul Berg, who had just come
back from Vietnam, was also a factor, as WI!! the experience of visiting an
amusement park, Six Flags Over Texas, that featured a real 8·36 bomber
parkl!d on the grounds. But other conterns weighed In as well , especially
oncs related to the perception of large visual rlClds. Rosenquist recalls seeing a
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Salon·style exhibition althe Metropolitan Museum of Art, where the viev.ing of
the spread of palnlinw; was COftlplicaled by the assertive maroon wallpaper on
which lhey were hurJ&. lie was addition.a.lly affected by memories of painting a
huge red billboard high aver Times Square and looking down to see the street
below suJfused with green, Ihe sign's complementary color. lie also cited Monet,
Newman and Pollock, and theIr work in elongated formats that forces the "iew·
er's perlpheral vision to playa significant role in the work's perception.
Peripheral vision has been of great Interest to Rosenquist, and those early,
almost environmental pieces, 1'.111 , lIorst Blinders (1968·69) and Horizon
lIome Sweel Hom~ (1970), engendered numbers ofpalnUnw; over the years that
imaginati\'C1y explore the phenomenon. (A multipaneled, roomlike work lIlat
periodically flIls \\-ith swirling dry·ice fog, lIorizon Home Sweet HOIIIi! wa.~ exhib·
i!.Cd concurrenUy with the Guggenheim show at Robert Miller Gallery's temJlo·
nuy 1111ll6X Ilt Annina Nosel Gallery In Chelsea.)
,,~/ / / 's shal)6 and S<!ale are of particular Importance. The painting, now In
the collcction of the Museum of Modem Art in New York, measures 10 feet
high b)' 86 feet long. Originally exhibited In the front room of Leo castelli's
townhouse gallery on East 77th Street, II wrapped i!.sclf around the room's
fou r walls. That connguration Vt'llS duplicated at the Guggenheim, where Ule
painting formed a freestanding room of Its own-intimate, though hardly
cozy. Oddly, this setup both countered the painting's formidabl e size by
punlng It In a human·scale architectural environment, and Increased its
intimidating effect by ha\1ng the Images push at the viewer from all sides.
The exhibition conflguratlon notwithstanding, what makes this palnting so
strong is a device so stunningly simple I'm surprised that it has not been used
more onen. The problem with \'Cry long paintings is that the)' tend to either
an overall or an episodiC read. In both, a narrathllsiLuation is implied that is
either loa loosely sprung. in the case of the o\'erall, or too controlling, in the
case of the episodic, Either you meander or you are marched from onc part of
the painting to the netl In p./JJ, on the other hand, the virtually life·sire
image of the tactical nghler·bomber for which the painting Is named runs
along the entire length of the painting, forming its perceptual spine. Other
images and various colors and textures are cut into, set behind or superim·
posed on the airplane, but at no point, do you lose sight of it. Part and whole
are set into balance, and the Iconic and the narrat!\'C coexist in a pictorial
world that both stops time and lets it spin OUL.
The Images that play out alo ng the length of the plane join the horrific to
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the mundane. The mushroom cloud of a nuclear blast is superimposed on the
roughly similar rorm of a gaily colored beach umbrella and is set next to a
blue, cloud like mass of bubbles escaping from a di\·er's breathing apparatus.
The needlelJke tip of the plane's nose pushes through a mass of blood·red
sl)8.8hettl, IJke a knife through human viscera. Lightbulbs glow malevolently,
and a deeply ridged snow tire seems ready to smash a piece of white angel
food cake. A cute little blonde girl v.ith white ribbons in her hair sits under
an outsize metal hair dl)'Cr thnt resembles a warhead. (At first we take thL~
image-arguably the most memorable in the painting-at face value, but
upon reneetlol1 It becomes less plausible; we register the strangeness of a
child using that sort of beauty parlor equipment, and Rosenquist combined
I'WO source photos to produce it.) Throughout the painting, Day·Glo colorsjos·
lIe muted tones, expanses of wallpaperlike patterns are stenciled onto deplc·
tions of machine partS, and painted canvas isjoined to shiny aluminum. F·/ / /
is political and \isual opera-tragedy wllh a grin. It is one or the most recog·
nizable paintings of the postwar years and is our equivalent of the grand his·
tory painting, a Rqft qflhl! Medusa for contemporary times.
hile Rosenquist's theatrical impulses are always present, what keeps
W
them under control is his bent for abstraction. This shows Itself to par·
tlcularly strong effect In the "Speed of Light" series, executed between 1999
and 2001. 7h Stowaway PM"S Oul al 1M SpmI of Light (2000), the most
ambitious painting In the series, sets Into motion a kaleidoscopic whirl, 17
feet high by 46 feet long, of brightly ctllored, largely abstract fragments . II
contemporary Futurist Ylsion, the painting recalls Umberto Bocclonl's 1910
masterpleee Thl! Cily Rim. The blurred primary colors, the sv.irling, tOf1\ued
mm'ement, the speed, the ecstatic joining of human perception with the inan·
Imate are the sturr of Boccloni', feverish optimism. Rosenquist 's painting
attempt! to cOII\'Cy the experience, as Einstein's theory of relativity would
have it, of observing and being obsel'\'ed at the speed or lighL It's a missIon
colllimteri 011 page /35
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